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INTRODUCTION.
We introduce some new infinite product identities, the simplest being
(1 --y) H H (1--ytCq')l/' _--
where Ck is the set of positive integers less than and relatively prime to k, with Yl and both less than unity, and q 1. This ties in with a far-reaching idea in analysis and combinatorics, the notion of a q-analogue. This notion is to replace, where appropriate, the integer parameter n by (1-q")/(1-q), n! by H= 1(1-q")/(1-q), etc.. This is most familiar in the study of vector spaces over finite fields and the theory of hypergeometric series. Here it emerges in connection with a class of infinite products with fractional (and in general, arbitrarily small) exponents. By Exercise 10, p.327 of [3] we have H (1 x") u(")/" e -x, I < 1.
( 
the Mhbius inversion of (1.4). Now a q-analogue of (1.
In fact, the generating function expression of (1.6) that reduces to (1.3) for q 1 is (1.1). There would seem to be many interesting questions arising from these infinite products, such as the behavior of the branching effects of the fractional indices on the left sides of the identities, or the combinatorial interpretations. In exactly which sense the infinite products are true as functions of the complex variables seems worthy of further investigation. We remark that their numerical validity for various real q and /may be easily checked with a small calculator. 4 . SOME MORE GENEILLIZED PRODUCTS. 
PRODUCTS INVOLVING PARTITION THEOITIC FUNCTIONS.
The classes of infinite products derived in this paper may lead to new partition theoretic identities. For example, (1.1) may be said to enumerate certain weighted vector partitions, the principles of which are outlined in Chapter 12 of [1] . Elementary combinations of products such as (1.1) multiplied by itself with different arguments can build identities involving well known partition generating functions such as (a;q), (1-a)(1-aq) ... (1-aq"-') , (see for example, [1] , [2] ). However, the fractional indices in the products of this paper seem to bring a new slant to the known q-product ideas. For example, let us write (1.1) as a product tableaux:
(1--y) ( This tableaux excludes all terms (1-yq") / such that n is not relatively prime to m. However, these terms ca be inserted into the tableaux when we te (q, y)(q, y)'/(q, y)'/(q", y')'/'(, y)'/. (.2) where P(q,y) is the product (5.1). This leads to the identity
k=l k=l where (y,q), (1- Som exple = (see Cmpbe [1) (1 -qu) Hj (1 u'q)'/' (1 -qy)'/'-), (6.1) (1 U)(1 -qu) kHj (1 uq')'/'(1 u'q)'/ ( y)'/'-), (6 [5] ).
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